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Abstract
The linear friction welding (LFW) process is characterized by transient nonlinear physical phenomena which result in
high stress and temperature gradients in metal objects. To develop an adequate resource efficient numerical model it is
necessary to be able to solved with parallel computation for different sets of model parameters. In this paper the
parallelization efficiency of a thermo-structural problem is simulated in SIMULIA Abaqus and ANSYS Mechanical and
it is compared.
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1. Introduction
Friction welding is a solid state process for joining materials
together through frictional contact of a plasticized interface.
The appropriate interface condition is generated at the
interface by heat produced from frictional contact as one
component is moved relative to another under normal
pressure. The weld is usually consolidated by a forging force
which is applied after the cessation of relative motion. In
linear friction welding, the parts move relative to each other
in a reciprocating linear mode under friction pressure [1].
LFW is used in aircraft engine manufacturing to connect the
blades with disks and getting the so-called blisks in the
production of engine compressors.
The high complexity of the finite element simulation is
due to the following aspects: Large stresses in the contact
area which lead to intensive heat generation and high
temperature gradients both of which require a fine-grained
mesh for simulation. The process is in effect a coupled
(structural and thermal) problem. The transient effects
require the use of small (10-4 ... 10-5 s) time steps for the
convergence of the computational analysis. Another non
linearity of the model arises from the dependence of
mechanical and thermo-physical material properties from
temperature (physical nonlinearity) and the change of loads
and boundary conditions with time (structural nonlinearity)
which also need to be taken into account. To perform a
number of analyses with different model parameters it is
necessary to use multiprocessor systems making it necessary
to define the optimal number of parallel threads.
In this work the parallelization efficiency of the thermostructural problem of LFW with the engineering packages
SIMULIA Abaqus and ANSYS Mechanical is studied. All
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calculations were performed on the supercomputer of
USATU [2].
2. Computer modeling
For this work a numerical model was developed in the CAE
systems SIMULIA Abaqus and ANSYS Mechanical. The
model is for the simulation of the elastic stage of LFW (until
flow stress is reached) and it performs a transient analysis
and calculates stresses and temperatures in the weldline.
This model allows the estimation of the parallelization
efficiency of these software packages for a transient
coupled-field problem.
In essence this model investigates the thermoelastic
deformations of samples due to friction. Geometry consist of
two rectangular samples resting on each other with
dimensions: 26 mm × 13 mm × 10 mm for the upper sample
(including the clamp zone), 26 mm × 13 mm × 5 mm for the
lower one (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Geometry of the model

The upper sample oscillates sinusoidaly with a frequency
30 Hz and an amplitude of oscillation which increases
linearly from 0 to 3.8 mm in 0.1 sec. Movement is applied as
a boundary condition on the clamp zone nodes (Fig.1 red
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zone). The lower edge of the bottom sample is fixed in
space.
A distributed force is applied on the top edge of the
upper sample which increases linearly from 15 to 40 kN by a
rate of 100 kN/sec. The initial temperature is set to 20°С.
The process is considered to be adiabatic due to the small
duration of the process. The material properties of the
titanium allow VT6 (an equivalent of Ti-6Al-4V) are used
for the material model [3, 4].
The friction coefficient is considered as a function of
temperature:

λ(T ) = 0,3 + 5 ⋅10 −4 (T − 293).

(1)

Modeling results of the temperature and stress fields at
the end of elastic stage are shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Effect of the finite element size and order on speed of
calculations
The influence of the finite element (FE) size and order
(linear and quadratic) was investigated on the parallelization
efficiently of this transient problem. Calculations were
performed on the supercomputer of USATU using up to 6
nodes: 2 x Intel Xeon 5300 2.33GHz (8 cores in node),
RAM 8-64 GB, DDRII 667 MHz.
Four variants of FE mesh were considered: with linear
finite elements of mean size d = 0.7 mm, 0.6 mm and 0.55
mm and with quadratic finite elements of mean size d = 0.7
mm. The parameters of the models are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Testing models parameters for different meshes
Mesh
d=0.7
мм,
linear
FE.
d=0.6
мм,
linear
FE
d=0.55
мм,
linear
FE
d=0.7
мм,
quad.
FE

Fig. 2. Temperature field (up, 0C) and stress field (down, Pa). View of
the inside of the upper sample with quarter it hidden for clarity purposes

The calculated temperature field is nonuniform along the
contact plane. The maximum heating area appears in the
contact plane 3-4 mm from the lateral edges (Fig. 2, on up).
The depth of heat penetration at time 0.1 sec into the process
is about 2 mm. Maximum stresses arise in the clamping zone
(Fig.2, on down), but yielding begins in the weld zone due to
heating as von Mises stresses reach 900 MPa in this area.
3. Parallel computations
The software packages ANSYS Mechanical 13.0 and 14.0,
and SIMULIA Abaqus 6.11 were used. With 25 task licenses
of ANSYS Mechanical, which allowed the use of up to 4
cores, and 64 high performance licenses for using addition
cores, the maximum that could be reached for one task
running is 68 cores. The maximum value of cores per one
task that can be used with Abaqus is 32 with the USATU
license.
ANSYS allows selecting the solver of equations, and for
this task the direct solver of the linear equation systems
SPARSE [5] was chosen as the most fast from the
asymmetric solvers available. As the amount of RAM is
critical for this solver, there were carried no tasks of large
equation systems. The MPI-parallelization was used in most
of the computations as being more effective than SMP [6].
Abaqus gives a choice of equation system solving
schemes between explicit or implicit (Abaqus Explicit or
Abaqus Standard), and Abaqus Explicit was used in most
cases. The MPI-parallelization was also used.

Number of finite
elements:
volume + contact
Abaqus
ANSYS

Nodes num: volume +
contact

Number of
equations

Abaqus

ANSYS

Abaqus

ANSYS

14763 +
2812

14763 +
1406

17480 +
8436

17480
+0

69920

67320

22704 +
3784

22704 +
1992

26312 +
11352

26312
+0

105248

101798

30456 +
4512

30456 +
2256

34800 +
13536

34800
+0

139200

135100

14763 +
5624

9120 + 760

67066 +
16872

42458
+0

218678

162706

In sequential computations, Abaqus is faster compared to
ANSYS, but the difference in computation time decreases
with increasing number of equations. With parallelization
Abaqus also demonstrates a better computation time in
comparison to ANSYS. As shown in Fig. 3, Abaqus reaches
saturation on speedup only in the case of the first task; in
other cases the task in Abaqus can execute faster with more
cores, so speed of large tasks in Abaqus is bounded by the
number of licenses for this problem. Using of a larger
number of nodes with the same number of cores is
preferable as computation of the task is faster.
ANSYS shows smaller maximum of speedup
(acceleration of computations with increasing number of
processors) in comparison to Abaqus (Table 2). For all tasks
in ANSYS the saturation of parallelization is reached for
each number of supercomputer nodes tested. The optimal
case is with 4 cores on every node.
Table 2. Computation time and RAM usage for transient
thermo-structural problem for FE meshes with different
characteristics (best result for every task is highlighted)
Mesh
character
istics

Linear
FE,
d = 0.7
mm
Linear
FE,
d = 0.6
mm
Linear
FE,
d = 0.55
mm
Quadrati
c FE,
d=0.7
mm

Comp. time
(1 core), h.

Min. comp.
time, h.
(N x CPN)

Uzing RAM
(1x1), Mbyte

Max. RAM on
1 core for case of min.
time, Mbyte

Abaqu
s

ANS
YS

Aba
qus

ANS
YS

Abaq
us

ANSY
S

Abaqus

ANSYS

3.65

7.55

0.41
(6x4)

0.95
(6x6)

1405

1432

471

597

9.38

13.8
6

0.86
(6x4)

1.79
(6x4)

2411

2505

784

657

18.92

19.6
5

1.60
(4x8)

2.06
(6x4)

3479

3621

1356

699

21.57

21.3
5

1.62
(4x8)

2.18
(6x6)

8277

5539

3196

732

*N – supercomputer nodes number, CPN – running
cores number on each node
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c)

a)

d)
Fig. 3. Speedup relative to computation time tab and tan on 1 core in
Abaqus (up) and ANSYS (rdown) consequently: a) using linear FE, d =
0.7 mm, tab = 3.65 h, tan = 7.55 h
b) using linear FE , d = 0.6 mm, tab = 9.38 h, tan = 13.87 h
c) using linear FE, d = 0.55 mm, tab = 18.92 h, tan = 19.65 h
d) using quadratic FE, d = 0.7 mm, tab = 21.57 h, tan = 21,35 h

b)

When quadratic elements were used (Table 1, case 4) in
ANSYS the symmetry of geometry was used as RAM on
one node is not enough for a full model. In Abaqus the
symmetry plane was not used. Therefore, the computation
time for both packages is similar when the difficulty of the
task is very different. In this case, Abaqus also shows the
best result.
It’s preferable to use a finer mesh with linear elements,
followed by a coarse mesh with quadratic elements for this
type of problem, as quadratic elements give better results
than linear ones when large deformations are present.
Table 2 show data for the calculations carried out in this
research for the transient thermo-structural problem using
MPI with up to 6 supercomputer nodes. In most of the tasks
faster results were obtained with Abaqus. But on large tasks
ANSYS uses less RAM on each core for parallel
computations.
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3. 2 GPU acceleration
The professional graphics processors (GPU) NVIDIA Tesla
were recently installed as massively-parallel coprocessors
for the acceleration of computations for computer-aided
engineer software packages. Among the other software
packages that are supported there is ANSYS Mechanical and
SIMULIA Abaqus. For the available versions for this work,
the support of GPUs was available only for the parallel
solvers of these packages using shared memory
multiprocessing computer systems (SMP) and was limited to
one GPU per simulation.
To study the results of this performance study of thermostructural simulations acceleration using ANSYS
Mechanical at IBM iDataPlex dx360M3 a hybrid computing
node was installed as part of the university’s supercomputer.
This node is equipped with two six-core Intel Xeon 5670
central processors and two NVIDIA Tesla M2050 graphics
processors. For comparison purposes all simulations were
performed with and without GPUs by SMP solvers as GPU
acceleration was not supported in MPI solvers.
For the ANSYS simulations three different computer
models with different finite elements were used: linear
elements of mean size d = 0.6 mm and d = 0.55 mm and
quadratic elements with d = 0.7 mm. The duration of the
modeled process was decreased 10 times in order to conduct
this performance study in a reasonable amount of time.
As Fig.4 shows simulation time decreases considerably
(1.5-2.5 times) when simulation is performed on the one
CPU core with the help of GPU acceleration. The benefit of
GPU usage becomes less significant when more CPU cores
are used. Also it is clear that higher speedups are observed
for models with more elements and linear equations solved
during simulation (e.g. mesh 3 at Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Speedup relative to computation time t on 1 CPU core in
ANSYS: mesh 1 – linear FE, d = 0.6 mm (t = 0.56 h), mesh 2 – linear
FE, d = 0.55 mm (t = 0.87 h), mesh 3 – quadratic FE,
d = 0.7 mm (t = 1.06 h)

So when the ANSYS academic version license is used it
is possible to decrease simulation time 1.3 times by
employing a GPU in addition to 4 CPU cores without using

the licenses for parallel computations.
For the Abaqus simulations the numerical model with
linear finite elements (d = 0.7 mm) was used. A symmetric
solver was used as GPU acceleration for the asymmetric
solver was not supported in Abaqus v. 6.11.
Using GPUs helps to accelerate simulation 1.3 times
relative to computation time on one CPU core (Fig. 5).
When several (2-8) CPU cores are used the GPU doesn’t
accelerate simulation significantly due to the small size of
the problem which does not benefit form a massivelyparallel GPU architecture.

Fig. 5. Speedup relative to computation time on 1 CPU core (0.58 h) in
Abaqus

4. Conclusions
The efficiency of parallelization of the SIMULIA Abaqus
and ANSYS Mechanical solvers was investigated for the
numerical analysis of the LFW process. It was shown, that
Abaqus is more efficient when using multicores and
multiprocessors computers for this type of problems.
Also the GPU acceleration option that has recently
arrived in ANSYS and Abaqus solvers and was investigated
as well. It was shown that the usage of GPU as a massivelyparallel coprocessor allows to decrease simulation time
significantly when compared to sequential simulations on
single CPU core.
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